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Supporting your social enterprise
sector with learning and development:
•• Sustainable income stream for your organisation
•• Vital support infrastructure for the social enterprise sector
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People stepping forward to effect social change need support. To succeed in creating sustainable
social businesses that deliver high value social and / or environmental impact, social entrepreneurs
and ethical leaders at all levels need to develop their practice of leadership and entrepreneurship.
The Academy offers a powerful contrasting style of learning and development, which meets the needs
of people leading social change.
Our vision is of a society which combines economic activity with social benefit, a society led by
dynamic social entrepreneurs, wherever they may be. Our mission is to contribute to this
change through learning and development.
With a 14 year track record in Scotland, our proven approach and products deliver personal growth
outcomes by building on strengths and self-awareness, and by increasing clarity and confidence. We
provide practitioner-led experiential learning with peers, focused on enabling organisational
sustainability for increased community impact.
We exist to help people to develop themselves, build their teams, and create stronger and
healthier organisations to effect social change.
Social enterprise is a worldwide movement, tackling social and environmental problems. We believe
we have a global responsibility to share what we’re doing, and learn from others in return.
We hope you are interested to join our growing international network of Academy hubs to deliver
transformational learning and development wherever you may be.

Neil Mclean
Chief Executive
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The Social Enterprise Academy delivers learning and development programmes focused on
leadership, entrepreneurship, learning and social impact measurement for social entrepreneurs,
NGOs, social economy organisations and beyond.
In Scotland, since 2004, strategic investment in Academy learning and development programmes for
the Third Sector (by Scottish Government, Highlands & Islands Enterprise and the European Social
Fund) has contributed to increasingly enterprising and resilient individuals, organisations and
communities across Scotland.
We now deliver learning programmes tailored for public, private and third sectors as part of a
sustainable business model. In the past year we delivered 295 learning events to over 1200 learners,
comprising 2576 learner days, in all parts of Scotland. In the words of a participant:
“Tailor-made, flexible, and participative training that is inclusive rather than prescriptive. The
Academy are more people-centred than any other course of learning I have ever had.”
The 2011 HMIe (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate in Education) report praised the Academy, with four out of
seven ratings as ‘excellent’ and the remaining 3 ‘very good’. This is the best assessment by HMIe of any
organisation in Scotland’s Third Sector.
The Academy is now replicating internationally as a social licence, currently live in Africa, Asia and
Australia, with more new hubs becoming part of the network from across the globe. Our vision
remains of a global society which combines economic activity with community benefit, a society led by
dynamic social entrepreneurs.
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We deliver leadership, enterprise and social impact programmes, with a strong commitment to
peer learning, underpinned by Kolb’s learning cycle.
Our unique offering is practitioner-led learning exchange where the learning is based on sharing of
the learners’ work and life experiences, facilitated by a relevant practitioner for the group. This
approach encourages people to:


learn from their actions and experience



take time to reflect on, question and challenge their assumptions



create mutual benefit from sharing their experience in a group



learn from the support and questioning of colleagues



have the courage to try new ways of being and operating



review with colleagues the new insights and lessons learned

To that end, we use experiential and reflective learning techniques, designed to base learning on
participants’ live situations and contexts, embed continuous reflective practice, and support them to
apply their insights to effect change back in the workplace.
We talk about learning not training because we prioritise the personal development of individuals,
alongside skills and knowledge, rather than academic or instructional input.
We talk about facilitation not teaching because this describes the role of enabling non-academic
learning styles, and creating a peer learning environment that builds on participants’ experience and
strengths.
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The most valuable resource of each Hub is its staff team and network of Practitioner Associate
Tutors and Specialist Associates. Programmes are managed and co-ordinated by a robust Central
Team, with delivery by Practitioners who are characterised by their:


Track record as practitioners in social entrepreneurship, leadership and innovation



Personal qualities and skills in facilitating learning and personal development

Between them tutors are selected to have a wide skills base, geographical reach, wide thematic
coverage, diversity of experience and personalities, all of which can be matched to learners’ needs.

Our programmes help people take time and space to reflect, share experiences with peers, and find
support, learning and insight in return. Learning and Development is essential alongside finance and
business support because it:


Activates a person’s ability to use their skills and knowledge by
developing their personal qualities



Develops multiple intelligences, emotional and interpersonal
intelligence, rather than just academic



Responds to learners needs, strengths and context, valuing
their individual potential



Enables continuous personal development with awareness of
learning styles and reflective practice



Supports application of learning for transformational behaviour
change and organisational results

Consistent personal development outcomes across our range of specific programme themes help
people achieve increased:
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Investing in developing people capable of leading change is a vital strategic part of leading the
growth and resilience of organisations, contributing to a sustainable social economy.
Independent evaluation of the Academy’s work in Scotland carried out by the Training & Employment
Research Unit (TERU) Glasgow University 2010, clearly shows the following outcomes are being achieved
consistently, particularly in remote rural communities:


Individuals are fulfilling potential which is leading to growth
of organisations and increased employment in the sector



Strategic thinking capacity is being enhanced leading to a
greater capacity for innovation across the sector



Successful working across sectors with people who are
interested in Leadership with Social Purpose



Proven effectiveness with young people spreading social
enterprise education across Scotland’s schools

The report highlighted the positive effect of programmes “on enlargement of organisational
capacities, leading to business improvement, leading to business growth and the consequent
employment alongside service benefits. This is what everyone is looking for”.
Also revealed was that as learners experience the Academy’s approach to learning and development
on repeat programmes, the effectiveness of the programme multiplies. Effective long-term
partnership working with other key players in the sector continues to result in innovative new
products and excellent penetration across the broader Third Sector, contributing to a more
enterprising Third Sector.
It demonstrates that the Academy, particularly in the area of leadership development, and with its
distinct action learning approach, has an important role to play in supporting the growth of
organisations, and in supporting the resilience of organisations and communities.





Strategic thinking
Capacity for innovation
Balancing social and
commercial goals





Operational efficiency
Better quality of service
Image improvements




Expanded services



Increased employment

Expanded customer
base & geographic areas

SOURCE: 2010 independent review, Training & Education Research Unit, University of Glasgow
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SEA Social Licensees secure the right to operate SEA Hubs in their exclusive territory. Rights and
responsibilities are clearly set out in the Social Licence Agreement. This legal agreement details the
roles, entitlements and obligations of both Social Licensor and Social Licensee.
Securing an SEA Social Licence is designed to give you competitive advantage, help develop
social impact, and contribute to a sustainable income.
The social license is based on principles of Shared Responsibility, Shared Risk and Shared Value, and
includes:
Products and approach



Tried and tested, evaluated by an Academic Board, used by an international network of hubs,
sharing of products and new programmes innovated from around the world
Systems sharing



Keeps overheads low, the business efficient, and provides an excellent customer experience
Strategy and implementation



Plans, policies, procedures, processes to run a successful hub
Support across key business areas



Accreditation, quality, communications and business development
Our Core Team based in Edinburgh, Scotland, is there to support all SEA Hubs to operate the
business model, progressing from launch through the stages of growth.
Our task is to facilitate consistent implementation of the Academy model across our international hub
network, enable learning and product development to occur in response to demand in each local hub,
and provide a catalyst for quality approval, accreditation and rapid sharing of cutting edge products
and approaches across the world.
We are interested in supporting the long term sustainability of each hub to ensure learning is available
to those that will benefit, wherever they may be.
Products | Transformational Learning, Accredited Qualifications
20+ Learning Programme baselines


Qualifications (ILM Accredited) - Academic Board Approved



Learning Programmes - Blueprints, Content and Activity Plans



Learning Materials - Guides, Manuals and Handouts



Practitioner Led Learning Exchange - Participatory learning approach training
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Systems | Efficient Business, Excellent Customer Service
Operating Infrastructure


Website management system



Tutor management system



Learner management system



Business development templates



Social media accounts & promotion



Email addresses and hosting



Monitoring, evaluation & learning system



Online booking and payment systems

Strategy | Competitive Performance, Quality Management
Structure

Processes



Business model & plan



Policies & procedures (HR & Business)



Key Performance Indicators & metrics



Finance processes



Local sector engagement & governance



Communications, design & promotion



Job descriptions & structure



Product development sharing



Risk assessments



International Tutor and Staff CPD

Support | Responsive Specialists, Learning Network
Specialist Team Keeps local delivery cost effective with low staff overheads


Business development & hub implementation support



Quality & programme delivery support



Communications & marketing support



Accreditation, assessments and qualification support

Associate Tutor Development



Practitioner Led Learning Exchange



Tutor Training & CPD

International Hub Network
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International network of SEA hubs
sharing programme designs and thinking

Social Enterprise in Education is a joined-up approach to our work with young people. It focuses on
primary and secondary schools, colleges and universities, and young people aged 16-24 in formal
education and beyond.
It focuses on the future, the next generation, but also embodies our vision that social
enterprise is the future.
It empowers young people of all ages by preparing them to take responsibility for their own learning
and their own futures and, in doing so, allows them to change their lives and those of others at home
and abroad.
In 2008, in partnership with Scottish Government, we launched our Social Enterprise Schools
Programme. Working with teachers, the programme supports pupils and teachers to set up social
enterprises in their schools, culminating in an annual Social Enterprise Schools Awards ceremony.
Since then we have supported almost 500 schools (primary, secondary and additional support needs)
and over 1000 teachers, to establish successful, viable and actively trading social enterprises all run by
pupils – some with annual turnovers of up to £50,000.
Over 1000 teachers have participated in our Understanding Social Enterprise CPD programme and
over 26,000 young people have been directly exposed to social enterprise, with thousands more
involved in learning about and supporting social enterprise business in their schools. We offer a
number of models including working with Individual Schools, a Transitions model which covers
secondary schools and their feeder primaries, and a Dragon’s Den format which involves all or a group
of schools in a local authority area.
Add Social Enterprise Schools to your Hub once you’re established
Schools | Empowering Young People, Changing the Future
Social Enterprise Schools


Professional CPD for teachers, lecturers and education professionals



Curriculum-linked learning



Social enterprise support and resources



Awards



Engage young people outside formal education
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The Academy and its hubs are an Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM) Centre offering
accredited qualifications linked to the Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework (SCQF), which will
also be linked to the Australian Qualifications and Training Framework (AQTF).
This means we are subject to stringent quality control processes and learner management, and offer
accreditation where this is relevant and desirable. ILM prioritises workplace learning, learning by doing
and continuous professional development, and is therefore a good fit for us. Assessment is through
the application of learning.
Endorsed Awards are those designed in house to meet the specific needs of our learners. National
Awards are those designed by ILM which have a currency within a UK and international framework.
The Academy has been assessed by the European Quality Management Framework and is
recognised as Committed to Excellence.

You will operate a sustainable social enterprise business model, with programmes and practitioners
facilitating learning that can suit people and organisations at any stage in their development, level of
management or stage of growth:
Development

Organisations

Introductory

Intermediate

Experienced

Advanced

Pre-start Social

New Start Social

Emerging Social

Mature

Entrepreneurs

Entrepreneurs

Enterprises

Organisations
Strategic Leaders

Individuals

Aspiring Leaders

Middle Managers

Senior Leaders

Social
Enterprise in

Early
Intervention –

Young people
not in education

Further
Education

Education

School Support

or employment

Colleges

Nurseries

Primary Schools

Social
Enterprise
Schools
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Secondary
Schools

/ Governance
Level

Universities

Teacher CPD

The principles of the social licence are that the services, products and strength of the model and
growing network outlined above, are bought into with an annual social licence fee, following
confirmation of the agreement. Due to the level of demand, small fees are chargeable during the
exploration phases.

•

Discovery – Scoping Collaboration
FREE – (or one off fee, plus travel expenses if in person)
Online video conference & screen sharing / facilitated day at your location,
including materials and scoping review

•

Exclusive Exploration Agreement – Adaptation, Co-Design & Planning
Quarterly fee – 6mth / annual renewal options
Switch on initial systems – website, files – plus induction to the SEA model, working together to
adapt the SEA model for your context, co-creating a start-up business plan. Detailed hub pricing
and financial models are available during exploration.

•

Social Licence Agreement (Start Up – 3 year) – Induction, Training, Pilot & Evaluation for
Investment
£4,000 Minimum Activation Fee : £10,000 Full Annual Activation Fee based on scale
£10,000 Learning Facilitator Training & CPD Fee (additional bolt-on services available on demand)
5% Fee based on turnover milestones
The anticipated scale of SEA income to your organisation would be c. £60,000 - £250,000
per annum during this start-up period through you selling programmes and, contracts and
securing major stakeholder investment. You will be guided to operate the SEA brand as a business,
not a project, and have the exclusive rights to grow the Academy to a sustainable and impactful
scale in your territory.

•

Social Licence Agreement (Sustainable – 20 year) – Regional development, scaling and growth
Fees maintained as above, with 3% fee decreasing as local hub turnover increases
Global ownership of SEA International CIC is part of our model for innovating the international social
licence network, with share-holding as a feature for long term partners.

Our ambition is to support you to operate a sustainable business model.
This incorporates mixing major strategic funders and contracts to reach a wide range of beneficiaries and
make learning affordable, whilst also driving sales targets for organisations with the ability to pay.
We are keen to establish long term relationships with partner organisations to embed the full impact
of learning and development in communities. We also aim to enable significant return on investment,
not only to maintain Academy hub delivery, but to contribute to your organisation’s income.
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We hope you’re interested in further exploring the establishment of a Social
Enterprise Academy to serve your enterprising communities.
If you would like to proceed, we will move to the next steps in our four stage process:


Initial Discussion | 1-2 hours
Phone conference / Skype call
Exploring potential



Collaboration Scoping | 1 day within 1-3 months
Facilitated exploration of the model
Full information to inform decision making



Exclusive Exploration Agreement | 3-12 month period
Business Modelling & Planning
Due Diligence Complete
Support to secure major funder backing / contracts for initial pilot delivery



Social Licence Agreement (Start Up) | 6-18months from first contact
Systems Switch On
Staff induction & support for learning programme delivery
Tutor Training & CPD
Full Hub Launch
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Please contact us anytime:

neil@socialenterprise.academy

sam@socialenterprise.academy

+44 (0) 131 243 2670

+44 (0) 7912 516 914
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